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Abstract— Due to the rapid growth of information systems that
manage temporal data, efficient and automated classification
techniques are of great importance. For instance, timely and
accessible temporal data enhances critical financial operations
such as predicting future stock prices. Similarly, in medical
domain, classifying temporal data, which is relevant to patients
or critical operations, leads to efficient control and recovery
from severe problems. Therefore, time is an essential
dimension to many domain-specific problems. This research
introduces Temporal-ROLEX; a framework to categorize
temporal data that effectively induces semantic temporal
patterns. This paper presents an efficient rule-based
classification approach for categorizing temporal data. The
contributions of this research are 1) formulating Semantic
Temporal patterns as a basic classification features, and 2)
introducing an induction technique to discriminate semantic
temporal patterns. The proposed framework extends ROLEX-
SP approach to handle the classification of temporal data in
different domains. To illustrate the design, the article provides
a detailed mathematical description that relies on set-theory to
model the framework of Temporal-ROLEX. Furthermore, this
paper provides a detailed description of proposed algorithms
to facilitate implementing and reproducing the results. To
evaluate the effectiveness of the Temporal-ROLEX, we
performed extensive experiments on a weather temporal
dataset. Also, the F-measure and support values on weather
dataset are reported as well as a scalability and sensitivity
analysis to assess the capability of Temporal-ROLEX to work
with temporal datasets. Findings indicate a significant
improvement of Temporal-ROLEX over some existing
techniques. Specifically, Temporal-ROLEX achieves
significant enhancement using sequential temporal pattern
over existing state-of-the-art techniques. On the other hand,
Temporal-ROLEX achieves average performance using hybrid
temporal patterns. Finally, the results have been analyzed and
justified the factors that affect the performance in both cases.

Keywords-Temporal Data Analysis; Classification of
Temporal Data; Lexical Patterns.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the rapid growth of information systems that
manage temporal data, efficient and automated classification
techniques of temporal data are of great importance. Time is
an essential dimension to many domain-specific problems
such as financial and medical domains. This paper presents
an efficient rule-based classification approach for
categorizing temporal data. The contributions of this research

are 1) formulating Semantic Temporal patterns as a basic
classification features, and 2) introducing an induction
technique to discriminate semantic temporal patterns.

ROLEX-SP has been introduced by M. ALZamil and A.
Can [1] to categorize domain specific knowledge using
specialized rule-based induction and learning methods to
produce efficient classification of domain specific
knowledge. ROLEX-SP automates the induction and the
learning processes by extracting lexical patterns and
constructing specialized form of association rules. Such
technique handles the problems of multiclass classification
and feature imbalance problems. This research introduces
Temporal-ROLEX; a framework to categorize temporal data
that effectively induces semantic temporal patterns

Temporal-ROLEX is intended to find temporal
relationships such as: during, after, overlap, start, finish and
equal. However, it defines a form of association rules that
generate not only efficient patterns to classify events, but
also minimize the margin error to enhance the overall
performance of the classification task. Figure 1 shows during
temporal event, in which event e1 starts and finishes during
the execution of event e2. The work in this paper is restricted
to during relationship, since it is able to represent hybrid
relations among temporal events. In other words, a hybrid
relationship is able to describe before and after relationships.

Figure 1. During sequential pattern (i.e., events e1 starts and finishes
during the execution of e2)
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This paper is structured as follows: Section I introduces
the problem understudy and proposes the direction of the
research solution. Section II provides a literature review of
strictly related work of other researchers and compares them
with the proposed method. Section III defines the formal
model of the proposed methodology as a background to
theoretical and empirical work. Section IV details the
framework that is followed to classify temporal data and the
algorithm that has been applied to produce the empirical
results. Section V provides a description of the experimental
setup. Finally, Section VI discusses the conclusion of this
work and justifies the results.

II. RELATED WORK

Attempts have been made to construct temporal features
in order to construct association rules such as those discussed
in Bruno and Garza [2], Miao et al. [3], and Chiang et al. [4].
In Bruno and Garza [2], association rules have been
developed to cope with outlier detection using functional
quasi dependency. The technique does not model time-delay
as a part of association rules. The delta function that
associate two temporal attributes X and Y assumes no delay.
The technique in Bruno and Garza [2] handled time-delay
explicitly, which affect the overall performance as well as
efficiency of the classification process; which is not crucial
in outlier detection task.

Chiang et al. [4] have proposed a mathematical model to
extract temporal patterns to track customer buying habits.
The model is developed to capture temporal characteristics
of business data in single-point-of-time events. Our proposed
methodology focuses on time intervals as well as single point
of time events. Similarly, our proposed technique benefits
from the formal definition in [4], in that we formulate the
temporal patterns using similar mathematical aspects.

Zhang et al. [5] have proposed a method to extract during
temporal patterns. A during temporal pattern (DTP) is a
special case of interval temporal patterns. These patterns
provide valuable information in broadcasting future
information such as weather and stock broadcasting. Kong et
al. [6] have presented the notion of multi temporal patterns
using predicates: before, during, equal and overlap.

Winarko and Roddick [7] have Introduced ARMADA, an
algorithm to discover interval time temporal rules.
ARMADA research asserts that time-stamps relationships
such as during could be more useful than solid time interval.
Classifying time-interval events into temporal clusters
provide meaningful information in different application areas
such as financial analysis and weather broadcasting. Unlike
ARMADA association rules, our work relies on discovering
hybrid temporal rules that could be represented using during
relation.

Although performance plays a significant role in
assessing classification techniques, pre-processing tasks

might be crucial in many applications in terms of scalability
and efficiency. However, temporal datasets dimensions are
characterized as huge ones. Techniques to reduce such
dimensionality are important to produce scalable temporal
mining systems. We applied methods in Stacey and
McGregor [8] and Wang and Megalooikonomou [9] to
reduce the dimensionality of time series.

In the literature, there are many data mining and
knowledge discovery techniques on medical domain and
biomedical data [10, 11, 12, 13]. The contribution of this
article over existing ones is the ability of Temporal ROLEX
to handle timely information regardless of its domain.
Further, the method proposed in this article deals with time
as a classification feature. The later might negatively affect
the classification performance, but it adds the advantage of
enhancing timely information classification

III. BACKGROUND

For the purpose of defining the formal model of the
temporal classification problem, Inductive-Logic-
Programming (ILP) [14] is used as follows: given

1. A finite set TC of unrelated temporal classes of

the form },...,,{ 21 kTcTcTc where 1k ,

meaning that there are many temporal classes
and the assigned label of a class do not affect
the labeling of other classes. For instance, an
event might be classified under during class and
overlap class at the same time if this event
belongs to different set of events.

2. A set },,,{ 21 neeeE  of events such that

QevQTCQj j  :)||()(

where kv 1 and Nj 1 , meaning that

an event might belong to more than one

temporal class; Q is a subset of the set of

temporal classes.

3. A set of states },,,{ 21 msssS  each of

which represents a state of the current
environment such as: raining and shining in the
weather dataset.

4. A set of time-intervals },,,{ 21 ntttT  ,

where },{ iii etstt  represents the start and

end time of a given event ie

5. A set


ciP of positive patterns consisting of

atomic facts of the form Tcici Ep 
such

that TcieEeep Tcici  )( ; a

positive pattern under class Tci that occurs in

the subset TciE , which represent a set of events

that belong to the classTci .

6. A set


iP of negative data patterns; patterns that

represent an event but does not refer to
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class .Tci In other words, they represent
outliers or rare cases.

7. The function

 )},(,),,(),,({)( 2211 kk taetaetaeag  
includes all the interval times in which the state

a occurs.

construct a classifier ciH
that consists of all positive and

negative facts. In other words, the classifier represents a set
of association rules to forecasting a temporal class or a set of
temporal classes of a given set of events based on the
presence or absence of some facts in that set.

The learning task of Temporal-ROLEX generates

association rules such that: given a category TCTci  , a

positive pattern
  TciTci Pp associates with class Tci , and

a set of negative patterns )(   PPPi , where
P

is the set of all negative patterns and
P is the set of

positive patterns, the classifier TciH of class Tci is defined

as a set of rules. We used the rule’s representation in [15] as
follows:

 ))((...))(())((),( 21  agpagpagpagpTc imiiTcii   

If a positive example

cip occurs in document )( ag

and none of the negative patterns occur in )( ag , the

classifier will assign event e under classTci . Notice that,
negative patterns are prevented from undoing the effect of
other categories’ positive ones.

IV. FRAMEWORK

Let },{ jij tse  and },{ klk tae  be two events in

the temporal dataset. Both je and ke are called during events

if je has executed during the execution of ke . For any two

given states ia and ka , ia is called to be during ka denoted

as k
d

i aa  . Our goal is to define a set of positive and

negative predicates to predict during temporal patterns.

Instead of the accuracy formula that has been applied in
the previous version of ROLEX-SP, the function support that
has been defined in [16] has been used to induce positive and

negative patterns as well. Given )( ag , the number of the

time intervals included in all instances (records in the

dataset) of a , the maximum number of time intervals

among all states 0g :


0

)(
)(

g

ag
aSupport



   

It represents the relative frequency of time intervals for a
given state with respect to the number of time intervals for a
most frequent state.

The proposed induction algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Induction Algorithm

V. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

In this section, the results have been collected from
applying Temporal-ROLEX on a weather dataset. The data
set has been obtained from a weather station in Jordan in
2009. The dataset consists of 14 attributes: wind direction,
average wind speed, maximum wind gust, average hourly
temperature, percentage relative humidity, global hourly
radiation, hourly sunshine duration, hourly precipitation
duration, hourly precipitation amount, horizontal visibility,
fog, snow, etc. Most of the collected values were continuous.
To proceed, the pre-processing techniques to discriminate
and convert the records into temporal ones have been
applied, which are consisting of event name, start time, end
time, and state.

A. F-Measure

First, we compute the recall and precision values relevant
to every category according to the following formulas:
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Cc
c
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cc

Cc
c

FNTPTP

FPTPTP

where
|| cTP

is the number of correctly classified

records in the testing set under category c ,
|| cFP

is the
number of incorrectly classified records in the testing set

under category c , and
|| cFN

is the number of records in

the testing set, which were not classified under category c
but should have been. The F-measure is defined as follows:

)4(RePr)1Re/(Pr  F

where ]1,0[

)5(
||

||

1




C

i

i
macro

C

F
FAverage

where |C| is the number of categories in the dataset.

The results indicate that Temporal-ROLEX achieves
67.8% average F-Measure. The experiments show that
Temporal-ROLEX achieves significant enhancement using
sequential temporal pattern over existing state-of-the-art
techniques on the same dataset such as DTP [16] that
achieve 66.2%. On the other hand, Temporal-ROLEX
achieves average performance using hybrid temporal
patterns; i.e., 63.7 while DTP achieve 65.1%. The results
have been analyzed and justified the factors that affect the
performance in both cases

B. Sensitivity Analysis

In order to evaluate the results, the analysis task
considers four sensitivity attributes, which measure the
quality of empirical results. These attributes include the
number of valid patterns, the effect of rules on average F-
measure, the execution time versus number of rules, and the
execution time versus the number of events.

The Number of Valid Patterns
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Figure 3. The Number of valid Patterns and Minimum Support

Figure 3 shows that Temporal-ROLEX performs well at
low percentage of support measure. In other words, the rules

induced using the proposed induction algorithm are able to
classify valid patterns correctly among low number of time
intervals in the training set.

Affect of Rules on Average F-Measure
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Figure 4. The Number of Rules and The average F-Measure

Figure 4 concludes a positive relationship between f-
measure and the number of rules; the higher the number of
rules, the higher the f-measure. This property demonstrates
that in order to achieve high performance, the induction
algorithm has to be fed with large training set to produce
rules that cover all, or at least, most patterns.

Execution Time Versus Number of Rules
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Figure 5. The Execution Time and The Number of Rules

Execution Time Versus Number of Events
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Figure 6. The Execution Time and Number of Events

Finally, Figures 5 and 6 show that the execution time
increased as the number of rules and/or events increased.
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VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a rule-based method for
categorizing temporal records. The contributions of this
research are 1) formulating Semantic Temporal patterns as a
basic classification features, and 2) introducing an induction
technique to discriminate semantic temporal patterns.
Experiments have been performed on a weather dataset in
order to evaluate the proposed method and compare our
work with well known algorithms in the literature. Findings
indicate a significant improvement of Temporal-ROLEX
over a well known technique; DTP. Specifically, Temporal-
ROLEX achieve significant enhancement using sequential
temporal pattern. On the other hand, Temporal-ROLEX
achieves average performance using hybrid temporal
patterns.

Furthermore, Temporal-ROLEX achieved statistically
significant improvement. Applying syntactic patterns, both
positive and negative, enhances the accuracy of Temporal-
ROLEX over the other method.

The article also provided a sensitivity analysis to the
performance of Temporal-ROLEX as a function to the
number of association rules and the number of data elements
in the training set. The results indicated that Temporal-
ROLEX was affected by the number of rules positively. On
the other hand, the observations during experiments
indicated that the number of records in the training set does
not affect the overall performance of the learning process.
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